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EyeLike Stickers are the freshest, most vibrant sticker books on the market with 400 high-quality

photographic stickers in each book.
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This is a GREAT sticker book with lots of variety and thick, colorful stickers. I got them to use for a

couple of ocean themed school activities and crafts and they worked perfectly! I had a group of six

kids and this was more than enough stickers for all of them. They are nice and thick too - no tearing

when trying to peel them off.All in all I recommend these for anyone who needs good quality,

inexpensive stickers. I will be checking out the other books in this series!

A very cost effective way to get a nice lot of stickers! Colorful, glossy, nice quality. I bought a few

different books from this "Eyelike"' series. My kids can use them for arts and crafts/school projects.

They are nice that they are in booklet size so they can just slide onto the bookshelf with the rest of

the books rather than needing a special basket/box just for stickers. It says reusable but I can't

attest to that aspect, we don't try to reuse them.



This line of sticker books is a great bargain. I got the entire collection for my 18-month old grandson.

(Seasons, Baby Animals, Ocean, Space, Farm Animals) What a hit! He has covered his windows

with stickers and they are easy for mom to remove. Themed books are nice topics for learning and

talking. Pictures are really interesting to toddlers. Used for distractions at restaurants, in car seat

and for rainy days. Grandma wants more selections!

I was so excited to get these reusable stickers for my 2yr son who loves sea creatures I.thought we

could use theme for potty training rewards and quiet time play. But stickers tear when you try to

remove them from the paper and do not re stick on anything. Huge disappointment

These are AWESOME. A full book of great stickers, very life like and for the price you can not find

these sticker books for less. I am working on owning all of them. I use them as a learning technique

for my son and he loves it!!!!!

They are good stickers but they are not as easy to "reuse" as they should be. Like any sticker, they

will tear if you aren't careful pealing it off the paper, but these seemed a little harder than most.

Lovely stickers and LOTS of them. Anyone with a toddler in the house knows that quantity at this

age is just as important as quality. We use them to tell stories, learn abour ocean life and new

creatures and to make thematic drawing projects. My 2.5 year old likes to peel, stick and then peel

again.

These stickers really are life-like and there are all different organisms and sizes. I got these for my

nieces and nephews and regret not getting some for myself. If you've got a bare wall, they'd be

great. I'm not sure how re-usable they are yet, but I'll be purchasing the farm set for the kids next.

And, 400 realistic looking stickers for under $7.00? You really can't go wrong.
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